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 Why not try to run the following example? A: May be I miss something, but if you just want to use make_collection function
without it, you can use make_collection_object() function. example: the_collection =

make_collection_object('collections',{'col_name':'collection name', 'level':'collection level'}) Q: How to synchronize between
user space and kernel space I am trying to implement a buffer manager in userspace. So I have to synchronize between user

space and kernel space. I'm using sigwait(pause all) to pause kernel, and then do the userspace operation ( I.e: some read/write
operation). Now the question is, how to synchronize with kernel. Should I do something like

call_user_func_array(pause_all_subprocesses); or wait_for_user_thread(); You shouldn't. Userspace and kernel-space are
separate worlds, you should have no way to communicate between them (other than for interrupts, which don't work in either
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world). As a general rule, only one thread is run at any given time. The scheduler is under no obligation to decide to interrupt
one thread to run another, and if you call a function in one world to modify something in the other world, the kernel will have

no obligation to actually do the thing you're asking. This is what makes it an OS, and you're not allowed to communicate with it
(to a user, at least). If you're using Linux, you have the advantage of signals, which you can use to signal the scheduler that a

particular thread should be run. If you're using something else, you'll have to use some other method of inter-thread
communication. Patterns and association of aortic atherosclerosis in young patients with premature coronary artery disease: a

histologic evaluation. This study evaluated atherosclerotic patterns in both the internal carotid artery (ICA) and aorta in a large
series of young patients with premature coronary artery disease (CAD). Atherosclerosis has become an important cause of

morbidity and mortality in the young. Coronary atherosclerosis is less common in young patients than in the elderly 82157476af
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